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    		ATV-P018 125cc ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, LED Headlights, Big 19"/18" Tires!
[ATV-P018]	$999.95 $739.95
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		Displaying 1 to 6 (of 6 reviews)	Result Pages:  1 


		Reviewer	Product Review
	Mike M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/30/2022
	This is a Christmas present for my 10 year old, but due to the fast shipping, I have it covered up in my garage until then! I almost want to give this to him early, but I cant! I have not added fluids yet. Simply assembled and covered.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	CHARIA H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/25/2022
	this bike is awesome, my kid loves it                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Jalen R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/10/2022
	this bike is perfect                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	samuel H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/31/2022
	Family fun no problems at all                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	Edward D

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/27/2022
	This was great for my kids to learn on and build up Confidence                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	lee W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/22/2022
	This is perfect for what I needed. It was easy to assemble and started right up. My daughter loves it.                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	ATV-P018
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
This is perfect for what I needed. It was easy to assemble and started right up. My daughter loves it. ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: ATV-J024 125cc Sports ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse! Remote Control! Big 19"/18" Tires]
ATV-J024 125cc Sports ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse! Remote Control! Big 19"/18" Tires
$1,199.95 $1,499.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: ATV-J012 125 ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, Foot Brake and Remote Control! Big 16" Tires!]
ATV-J012 125 ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, Foot Brake and Remote Control! Big 16" Tires!
$899.95 $1,099.95
[image: Buy Now]
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